ROYAL OIL CO.
SPECIALTY LUBRICANTS

DSL-MAX
Bio-tested, Multi-functional Diesel Additive

Stabilizes Fuel

Winterizes Fuel

Few industries have undergone the
changes we’ve seen in the diesel fuel industry.
The byproduct of those changes are fuels that
either lack lubrication or have been treated in
a way that the stability of the fuel suffers. The
modern diesel injection system operates under
higher pressures and temperatures than ever
before, leaving fuels to breakdown within
these intricate injection systems. Fuel breakdown leads to poor performance and ultimately system failure. DSL-MAX not only has the
power to help burn fuel more completely, but
also improve lubricity, treat for winter by lowering the CFPP by twenty-five degrees, improve power and shed moisture found in diesel
fuel.

Bio-Diesel Tested/Approved

If you rely on diesel equipment, this is a
must own “zero cost” product.

Cleans/Keep Clean
Eliminates Internal Deposits
Sheds Moisture
Improves Lubricity

“If you run diesel equipment, make DSL-MAX a
must. Our customers find
this product to be a zerocost item, the savings in
performance exceeds the
investment.”

DSL-MAX
SPECIALTY LUBRICANTS

Product Specifications

For best results, DSL-MAX should be added to the storage tank before adding the fuel. As the fuel is
added, it will readily mix the DSL-MAX with the fuel. The same method can be used when adding DSLMAX to fuel tanks.
DSL-MAX must be added to diesel fuel before the fuel has reached its cloud point. The fuel must
be free of wax crystals at the time it is treated for effective winterizing of the fuel. *Keep product from
freezing. This diesel fuel additive complies with the federal low sulfur content requirements for use in
diesel motor vehicles and non-road engines.
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